During 2014, Catalyst Balkans tracked media reports on domestic individual, corporate and diaspora philanthropy in Albania. This infographic provides key statistics on the findings of this research.

### GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

- **Shkoder**: 7.3%
- **Tiranë**: 34.1%
- **Durrës**: 2.4%
- **Fier**: 2.4%
- **Gjirokastër**: 2.4%
- **Elbasan**: 7.3%
- **Out of Albania**: 9.8%
- **Throughout Albania**: 34.1%

### Key Themes for Giving

- **Support to Marginalized Groups**: 43.9%
- **Healthcare**: 14.6%
- **Poverty Reduction**: 9.8%
- **Environmental Issues**: 7.3%

#### Breakdown of Other Themes (% of Instances)

- People from Specific Geography: 24.4%
- People with Disabilities: 14.6%
- People Living in Other Countries: 14.6%
- General Population: 12.2%

##### Use of Donations

- One Off Support: 41.5%
- Long Term Support: 36.9%
- Unknown: 21.7%